The genesis of the introduction of GST in the country was laid down in the historic Budget Speech of 28th February 2006, wherein the then Finance Minister laid down 1st April, 2010 as the date for the introduction of GST in the country. Thereafter, there has been a constant endeavor for the introduction of the GST in the country whose culmination has been the introduction of the Constitution (122nd Amendment) Bill in December, 2014. Finally GST was launched into operation on the midnight of 1 July 2017.

As GST has become mandatory for most businesses, it becomes extremely important to understand the details related to GST.

Key Takeaways
This webinar shall discuss the following
- Fundamentals & Background of GST
- Understanding a Taxable Event
- Time and Place of Supply
- Tax Invoice / Bills of Supply

Keynote Speaker
CA Arvind Kumar Soni, is a qualified Chartered Accountant. He specializes in taxation and GST. He is a partner at Agarwal Soni & Co based in Guwahati and Tezpur.

Registration Fees
₹ 590/- (INR Five Hundred & ninety only)